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CLASSIC STYLES EXPLAINEDThe origins and development of bonsai are traced, and the

underlying principles of this fascinating art clearly explained. The classic styles are listed and

illustrated, together with full descriptions of how they were derived from models in the world.

Outstanding examples of plantings in all of the various styles are shown. The types of containers

are detailed, and the importance of their use for different trees or styles explained. Advice is given

on placing and exhibiting your completed bonsai.CLEAR STEP-BY-STEP SEQUENCESThere is

comprehensive information on how to create a bonsai from a seedling, cutting, or garden center

plant. Clear step-by-step sequences take you from the initial raw material through to the finished

bonsai, showing the superb results that can be achieved. All the tools and techniques of bonsai are

illustrated and explained, and their use described in detail. Maintenance and propagation sections

tell you everything you need to know to keep your bonsai beautiful and healthy, or to create your

own trees.DETAILS OF MORE THAN 100 SPECIESA photographic catalogue of bonsai trees and

shrubs lies at the heart of the book, providing the cultivation and styling details of over 100 different

species. Each entry is accompanied by an original full-color photograph of at least one outstanding

specimen. This section is supplemented by a further compendium of trees and shrubs that can be

grown as bonsai, giving a total of over 300 to choose from.The Complete Book of Bonsai reveals

every aspect of the art, with inspirational ideas and practical advice at every turn. Whether you are a

beginner who would like to grow just one or two trees, or an experienced enthusiast who wishes to

build up a whole collection, it is the essential reference work.
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This is my fourth Bonsai book and the best one I have found so far. I had never ordered it online,

because it seemed to be one more of those books with fancy pictures and poor information.Then

one day I found it in a local bookstore and what a surprise! This book is perfect because it has

plenty of quality pictures AND detailed information.If you have an interest for tree seeds, this book is

very useful because it has lots of pictures of the most common trees as Bonsai. It will certainly make

your life a lot easier the next time you have to choose seeds online or through a catalog.Also, it has

detailed information and pictures about how to germinate your seeds and "species" by "species" tips

for growing, manteinance and reproduction. There is also rich information about all the aspects of

bonsai: the seasons, cuttings, reproduction, styles, vases, etc...The most common Bonsai trees are

covered and I liked especially the small chapters about Maples and Cedars. There are excellent

pictures of those trees and I couldn't believe when I finally found a full-page picture of a Sequoia as

Bonsai, with some rare information about it.As someone said before, if you are interested in Bonsai

and can buy only one book, this is the book to buy. I know I may sound a bit too excited, but after

being at the bookstore and browsing through more than ten books, I must say this book really

deserves all this praising.It has all the basic information you need to get started and the 150 or more

color pictures are simply stunning. Just take my word and choose this book. I am almost totally sure

that you won't regret it!

If I had this book when I first started my bonsai hobby five years ago, I would have saved myself

years of frustration and would have been able to enjoy bonsai almost immediately following the

straightforward instructions Harry Tomlinson presents to the reader. I can definitely recommend

"The Complete Book of Bonsai" to the beginner not only for this reason but also for its eye-catching

beauty, wealth of ideas, and very reasonable price considering the sheer volume of high quality

photography included in its hardcover binding.As other reviewers here wrote, the high number of

photographs far from reduce this book's usefulness as a practical guide. Rather, since bonsai is in

its essence a visual art, the photographs effectively and elegantly convey many important concepts

that words simply can't.One of my favorite features in "The Complete Book of Bonsai" is its quick

start approach. Tomlinson minces no words while introducing the art of bonsai, getting straight to its

essence. Immediately after introducing the basic tools and concepts, he shows the reader how to

create his or her very first bonsai in only minutes from common garden center stock.This is



important for the beginner because Tomlinson reassures the reader that one needn't start with

seeds to be creating real bonsai. It is much more important, in my opinion, that beginners discover

how enjoyable creating these works of art can be without being discouraged by the years required

to start from seed. I can say this with confidence because trying to start from seed was the very

mistake I made when first getting into it.In conclusion, if you're interested in starting a bonsai hobby,

this book is a must-have. Don't hesitate or read more reviews. Just mark this one as helpful, add the

book to your basket, and profit from a well written work.Good luck!

I became intersted in bonsai several years ago and have read and purchased numerous books on

the subject. "The Complete Book of Bonsai" by Harry Tomlinson is absolutely the very best on the

subject I have ever come across.What makes this book so outstanding is the lavish photographs of

every imaginable bonsai species. The photography is so impressive, I had this book displayed on

my coffee table for a number of years! When guests came over and looked through my book, they

were always amazed at the beauty that well trained bonsai possess. Included in the section on

bonsai species are impressive examples of English Elm, English Oak, European White Birch and

many others. Many of the specimen pictured are 30 or more years old and beautiful examples of

what bonsai can be.Also included are numerous pictures of bonsai "forests" containing multiple

plantings and plantings using the root-over-rock style. Detailed instruction for creating such

plantings are included, as well as instructions for creating jins (which are carved or torn branches) to

give the appearance of age.More importantly though is the detailed, illustrated instructions on

creating a basic bonsai, which I followed to the letter to create a charming wired juniper from a

purchased garden center plant in just a few hours time. Instruction is so detailed and well presented

that even a beginner, which I was at the time, could have really awesome results on their first

attempt.Also included in the book are chapters entitled "The Art of Bonsai", "Routine Maintenance"

and "Propogation Techniques". This book is really extensive and covers everything you need to

know. Once you see it, read it, and follow the simple instructions to create your very own bonsai...

you'll be hooked for life!I highly recommend this book to anyone interested in bonsai, trees or

gardening... it is well worth every dime!!!
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